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Overview

◼ Some terminology and definitions

◼ Ethnography and fieldwork

◼ Research data collection methods

◼ Why ethnography?

◼ A case study – South Asian school students in Hong 

Kong

◼ Analytical methods in linguistic ethnography

◼ Analytical challenges and researcher stance

◼ Ethics and working with communities

◼ What do we do with all this stuff? Research outcomes

◼ Discussion



Terminology

◼ Linguistic ethnography

◼ Ethnolinguistics

◼ Linguistic anthropology

◼ Anthropological linguistics

◼ Sociology of language



Definitions

Ahern (2017: xiii) 

“Linguistic anthropology … considers language use as a form 

of social action ... paying close attention to the ways in which 

such practices are embedded in webs of social hierarchies 

and identities.”

“an alternative that can either complement or cause a 

reconceptualization of Chomsky’s perspective on language … 

that considers language solely as an abstract set of 

grammatical rules, detached from any linguistic interaction”



Definitions

“Ethnography (from Greek ἔθνος ethnos "folk, people, 

nation" and γράφω grapho "I write") is the systematic study of 

people and cultures. … Ethnography, as the presentation of 

empirical data on human societies and cultures, was 

pioneered in the biological, social, and cultural branches of 

anthropology, but it has also become popular in the social 

sciences in general—sociology, communication studies, 

history [and linguistics – PKA] —wherever people study ethnic 

groups, formations, compositions, resettlements, social 

welfare characteristics, materiality, spirituality, and a people's 

ethnogenesis”.  [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnography]



Definitions

“The typical ethnography is a holistic ... In all cases it should 

be reflexive, make a substantial contribution toward the 

understanding of the social life of humans, have an 

aesthetic impact on the reader, and express a credible 

reality. An ethnography records all observed behavior and 

describes all symbol-meaning relations, using concepts that 

avoid causal explanations”. [emphasis added – PKA ]

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnography]



Origins

Gerhard Friedrich Müller developed the concept of 
ethnography as a separate discipline whilst participating in the 
Second Kamchatka Expedition (1733–1743) as a professor of 
history and geography. Whilst involved in the expedition, he 
differentiated Völker-Beschreibung as a distinct area of study. 
This became known as "ethnography“, following the 
introduction of the Greek neologism ethnographia by Johann 
Friedrich Schöpperlin and the German variant by A. F. Thilo in 
1767. August Ludwig von Schlözer and Christoph Wilhelm 
Jacob Gatterer of the University of Göttingen introduced the 
term into academic discourse in an attempt to reform the 
contemporary understanding of world history

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnography]



A bit of history

◼ Up until 19th century linguistics tended to be based on 

studying books or written materials, describing languages 

or testing out theories about language structure and history

◼ Information on “exotic languages” typically came from 

reports by missionaries, amateur settlers, or explorers –

professional scholars rarely ventured out from their offices

◼ the first language researchers actually going into the field in 

19th century were linguist-anthropologists studying 

indigenous languages in America, Asia and Australia-

Pacific region or dialectologists in Europe keen to record 

local dialects and folklore (France, Germany, Italy)



One of the first language fieldworkers



Atlas Linguistique de la France 

◼ 1897-1901 Edmond Edmont (a grocer) helped collect data on 
French dialects for the Swiss linguist Jules Gilliéron by cycling 
through 639 localities in France and the French-speaking parts 
of Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

◼ he collected phonetic data transcribed in a consistent phonetic 
alphabet and interviewed males aged between 15 and 85 
(considered to be ‘local intellectuals’ and good ‘folk speakers’) 

◼ Note: this was slow to catch on in England

◼ 1875: Alexander Ellis (English dialect collector) said: “Collecting 
country words is looked upon as an amusement, not as laying a 
brick in the temple of science”.

◼ 1948: Eugen Dieth of Zurich and Harold Orton of Leeds started 
the Survey of English Dialects (SED)



In North America

Franz Boas
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Mary Haas



In North America

◼ 1890-1940 Franz Boas was a strong supporter of 

anthropological and linguistic fieldwork among native 

American groups and sponsored and trained generations of 

researchers who did summer field trips, as well as training 

native speakers to do research on their own languages and 

to co-publish their results

◼ Boas’ famous students included Sapir, Bloomfield, Haas, 

Kroeber, Swadesh, all of whom did fieldwork on indigenous 

languages and trained a generation of students (eg. Survey 

of California Indian Languages at UC Berkeley)

◼ Fieldwork and descriptive linguistics was side-lined by the 

emergence of Chomsky in 1955, devaluation of “mere 

description” in favour of “theory” and introspection
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Revival in North America

◼ Fieldwork continued to be practiced in a few places, eg. 

UC Berkley, but was looked down upon in the discipline 

generally

◼ It got a boost in the 1960s through the sociolinguistic 

fieldwork on Labov and others (focus on urban settings)

◼ Continued as important in anthropology, and in places 

where anthropological linguistics (or linguistic 

anthropology) was practised, eg. Berkeley, UCLA  (cf. also 

Australia, influenced by Hale and Dixon)

◼ Saw a revival in the 2000s following the birth of the 

“endangered languages movement” and especially the 

availability of funds from DEL, DoBeS and Arcadia



Del Hymes ‘Ethnography of Speaking’

• Setting and Scene: "Setting refers to the time and place of a 
speech act and, in general, to the physical circumstances". 
Scene is the "psychological setting" or "cultural definition" of 
a scene, including characteristics such as range of formality 
and sense of play or seriousness (Hymes 1974: 55-56). 

• Participants: Speaker and audience. There may be 
distinctions within these categories, eg. some of audience 
can be distinguished as addressees and others as hearers. 

• End: Purposes, goals, and outcomes. 

• Act Sequence: Form and order of the speech event. 

• Key: Cues which set the "tone, manner, or spirit" of the 
speech act. 



Del Hymes ‘Ethnography of Speaking’

◼ Instrumentalities or channels: Forms and styles of 

speech. 

◼ Norms: Social rules governing the event and the 

participants' actions and reaction. 

◼ Genre: Such as monologue, narrative, 

procedurals, etc. 

Saville-Troike (2003) offers a more comprehensive 

compilation of analytic units in the ethnography of 

communication.



In the UK

◼ 1910-1940: British anthropologists such as 

Bronisław Malinowsky emphasised fieldwork and 

studies of local languages

◼ Fieldwork was an important part of research at 

SOAS from 1930’s to 1960’s, especially for Asian 

and African languages (eg. Milner, Robins, 

Hudson, Smith) and at some other universities

◼ But fieldwork all but died out between 1970’s and 

2000 as Chomskian linguistics dominated

◼ Endangered Languages Project founded 2003 – all 

staff and students do fieldwork across the world



USA vs Britain

Boas' approach focused on short-term intensive 

summer fieldwork with informants, the creation of 

dictated text collections and the use of documents, 

often written by native speakers.

Silverstein (2013: 83): “Oral texts, elicited at fluent 

dictation speed from the lips of native speakers, 

carefully recorded in handwritten form, then 

rendered into print in both original form and 

translation, constituted, for Boas, the cultural 

material of an anthropological philology for 

unlettered people’s cultures.”



USA vs Britain

Malinowski argued that a researcher should be 
engrossed with research for long periods in the field and 
do participant observation by living with people and 
experiencing their way of life. The goal is to record the 
"imponderabilia of everyday life" and understand the 
language and culture “from the native’s point of view”.

Cf. the titles of some of his works: ‘Coral gardens and 
their magic’, ‘Argonauts of the Western Pacific: An 
account of native enterprise and adventure in the 
Archipelagoes of Melanesian New Guinea’, ‘Sex and 
Repression in Savage Society’, ‘The Sexual Life of 
Savages in North-Western Melanesia’. 



‘participatory observation’



‘(participant) observation?’



Also in the UK

◼ ‘Linguistic Ethnography’ has a special meaning and refers to 
school-based research that is:
❑ “a particular configuration of interests within the broader field of 

socio- and applied linguistics [which constitute] a theoretical and 
methodological development orientating towards particular, 
established traditions but defining itself in the new intellectual 
climate of post/structuralism and late modernity” (Creese 2008: 229). 

◼ In a discussion paper on linguistic ethnography published by 
the UK Linguistic Ethnography Forum in 2004, its general 
orientation was described as: 
❑ “Although LE research differs in how far it seeks to make claims 

about either language, communication or the social world, linguistic 
ethnography generally holds that to a considerable degree, 
language and the social world are mutually shaping, and that close 
analysis of situated language use can provide both fundamental and 
distinctive insights into the mechanisms and dynamics of social and 
cultural production in everyday activity”. (Rampton et al., 2004). 



Why do we do fieldwork and ethnography?

◼ to document linguistic, social and cultural diversity

◼ to preserve data on language structures and uses for current and 

future generations: about 7,000 languages are spoken on earth 

today, 50% are endangered and may disappear this century

❑ very few languages have been properly studied and most of 

them have never been recorded or written down

❑ around 2,000 languages have writing, most of them very 

recently, and so around 5,000 languages have no written form

❑ socio-cultural and demographic shifts mean that knowledge of 

particular genres or domains (eg. ethnobiology, music) may be 

shrinking or disappearing



Why do we do fieldwork?

◼ to forge meaningful relationships with members of other 
communities and cultures and experience significant 
cultural/social events

◼ to support communities whose languages are under 
pressure by documenting and strengthening them (social 
justice)

◼ to address fundamental questions like: ‘what are languages 
like and how are they used?’, ‘are there universal 
characteristics shared by all languages, cultures and 
societies?’, ‘how much variation/difference can there be 
between languages/varieties (structurally and functionally) 
and how is it patterned?’

◼ to learn amazing languages and ways of speaking that are 
different from one’s own in interesting and challenging ways



Why do we do fieldwork?

◼ to achieve intellectual satisfaction of solving complex 

descriptive and analytical problems, test theories, encounter 

other ways of being/living/talking, and try to understand 

them

◼ to be able to go to exotic locations and tell everyone about it 

when you get home safely



Where do we do fieldwork?

◼ Prototypically, fieldwork is done in remote locations, 

requiring long distance travel, living in basic conditions, 

under attack from diseases and creepy crawlies, and at 

some personal risk (“Crocodile Dundee Fieldwork Model”) 

– see Aikhenvald 2015

◼ however we can also do fieldwork in situ (“at home”) 

especially among diaspora or immigrant communities in 

major urban centres like London (with 450+ languages) or 

Hong Kong, and vibrant communities and cultures in which 

they are used



Hong Kong language diversity

◼ Project of Prof Lisa Lim, English Department, HKU 

and students “Linguistic minorities, HK”

◼ Covers 12 communities so far – from Filippina

domestic helpers to Hakka grandparents to African 

and South Asian families

◼ Featured in HK Time Out magazine

◼ Website with information 

(http://linguisticminorities.hk/) – to be followed by 

school visits and further communications in future

http://linguisticminorities.hk/


Hong Kong language diversity



Fieldwork at home?

◼ access to field sites depends on who is doing the 

research, and in some cases, due to physical or political 

or social danger, it is not possible to go to remote 

locations and local fieldwork is the best or only 

alternative

◼ sometimes due to home country disturbances cultural 

aspects of a community may be better maintained in the 

diaspora than in the location of origin (cf. Kaufman and 

Endangered Languages Alliance’s work on Garifuna 

music in New York City)



Advantages of fieldwork at home

◼ Long-term researcher experience of broader community

❑ familiarity with public discourses, policies, local practices

❑ need for very local historical knowledge, e.g. schools, 

migration

❑ danger of inattention to sub-community (emic) 

practices/beliefs/norms

◼ Comparative analysis of different sub-communities

◼ Longer term data collection 

◼ Follow-up with participants is straightforward

❑ checking details or re-recording

❑ subsequent data gathering that derives from initial research

❑ potential for collection of longitudinal (same participants) data  



How do we do fieldwork?

◼ There are several well-tried research methods and 

each has its own advantages and disadvantages:

❑ survey and questionnaire

❑ interview

❑ experimentation

❑ ‘natural’ communication, eg. story telling, conversation

❑ participant observation

❑ matched guise tests

❑ analysis of written text, eg. language landscape



Fieldwork codes?

◼ Some linguists, eg. Dan Everett, insist that you 

have to learn the language being studied and use 

it as much as possible (monolingual fieldwork) 

while others rely on lingua francas (eg. Spanish, 

Hausa, Bislama) and translation, and others use a 

mixture of codes, eg. Austin ‘tiang ndeqk tao base 

Indonesia solah’



Who do we do fieldwork with?

Linguists don’t have a well developed terminology for referring to 
the people with whom we work (a gap in our meta-documentation)

◼ Informants (dated) 

◼ Reference speakers and occasional speakers (Boucquiaux and 
Thomas 1992)

◼ Often researchers work with a small number of regular 
consultants and then with many others on a one-off / irregular 
basis.

◼ Narrators vs. consultants (De Caro)

◼ Contributors vs. research assistants (Sharma)

It is important to document the roles of individuals in a research 
project.



Speakers

◼ Grinevald & Bert (2011) typology of speakers: ‘fluent 
speakers’, ‘semi-speakers’, ‘hidden speakers’, 
‘rememberers’, ‘former speakers’

◼ Notion of ‘last speakers’ – see Evans: ‘the last speaker is 
dead, long live the last speaker’

◼ Is there a role for non-speakers in a project? 

◼ What about language activists who do not have an active 
command of the language?



March 2013 workshop, 4 generations



Working with people

How to select research participants: 

◼ Pay attention to: gender, age, amount of schooling, 
personal history etc.

◼ Most importantly: not every person is suitable for every 
working task! 

Making the most of the talents and skills of the 
consultant: choose your consultants wisely and learn 
who is the best consultant for each purpose.

◼ Be prepared to change working arrangements, but 
recognise that this may be difficult, painful and costly



Collecting data

What you might want to collect in the field as a linguist: 

(1) Non-structural data

◼ sociolinguistic situation, multilingualism (information on 
other languages spoken in the area; the number of 
speakers; the degree of their competence and the 
correlation with age, gender etc.)

◼ basic ethnographic and anthropological information you 
will need in order to understand language use, including 
texts and sentence examples (material and non-material 
culture; samples of folklore)

◼ historical information 



Collecting data

• data for a specific linguistic project (but if the language is 
highly endangered, it may be a good idea to record 
everything you can, even if you don’t have time to analyse 
everything immediately - you never know what will be 
useful later on!)

• data for a “comprehensive” linguistic description  

• documentation of a language (representation of the 
observable linguistic behaviour manifested in everyday 
interaction between members of the speech community, 
and their metalinguistic understanding of them)

• data on beliefs, ideologies and attitudes to particular 
languages and language in general



Data collection methods

Two main methods of data collection:

1. Observation (“unobtrusive” methods): 

• non-participant observation – analysis of written and spoken 
spontaneous speech events, media etc.) and

• participant observation – e.g. personal participation in a 
conversation or ritual by researcher and/or project members of the 
community.

2. Experimentation (“obtrusive” methods): linguistic 
elicitation; stimulus-response testing; task manipulation; 
matched guise testing and introspection.

Be aware of the observer’s paradox (we return to this later)



Metadata

Description of the recording event:

◼ item ID

◼ keywords (content)

◼ additional information about the topic recorded

◼ cross-references (links to video, photos, etc.)

◼ length

etc.



Metadata

Context of the recording event:

◼ recording person

◼ recorded person

◼ place

◼ time

◼ participants 

◼ equipment utilised

etc.



Metadata

Information about the consultant(s) (can be filled in 

gradually)

◼ name (and possibly a nickname)

◼ date and place of birth, age

◼ clan/tribe (if relevant)

◼ languages

◼ education, occupation

◼ nationality of the parents

◼ marital status

etc.



Metadocumentation

Austin (2013): documentation of a language documentation 

project (or more generally of any linguistic project) models, 

processes and outcomes:

• identity of stakeholders and their roles in the project

• attitudes of language consultants, both towards their 

languages and towards the documenter and documentation 

project

• relationships with consultants and community

• goals and methodology of researcher, including research 

methods and tools (see Lüpke 2010), corpus theorisation

(Woodbury 2011), theoretical assumptions embedded in 

categories and labels, potential for applied projects



• biography of the project, including background knowledge 
and experience of the researcher and main consultants 
(eg. how much fieldwork the researcher had done at the 
beginning of the project and under what conditions, what 
training the researcher and consultants had received)

• for funded projects, includes original grant application and 
any amendments, reports to the funder, email 
communications with the funder and/or any discussions 
with an archive

• agreements entered into – formal or informal (eg. 

Memorandum of Understanding, future compensation 

arrangements), and any promises and expectations issued 

to stakeholders

• relationships between this project and any others, past or 

present or future



Example of metadocumentation

Lynn Y-S Hou (2017: 339)

“What does it mean to be a deaf person researching the lives 

and/or sign languages of other deaf people in rural signing 

communities?”

“The discourse of being deaf generated a critical introspection 

about fieldwork practices and how they were shaped by the 

ontology of being deaf, intersected with gender, race, ethnicity, 

nationality and other social variables that emerged as differential 

markers between the researchers and their participants. More 

crucially, the discourse revealed how the involvement of deaf 

researchers in rural signing communities impacted their research in 

many ways they did not anticipate”.



Reflexivity

Lynn Y-S Hou (2017: 344-345)

“generally refers to social science researchers constantly reflecting 

and (re)assessing their own positionality in the research and the 

ways in which their position affects the whole process of conducting 

research, including how they select, construct, and produce 

knowledge (Clifford 1988, Salzman 2002). Reflexivity is a concept 

developed and expanded in research and now occupies a 

significant place in contemporary anthropology discourse, 

particularly in ethnography … for studying language practices, 

researchers reflect on the meaning of language choices, attitudes 

and ideologies as manifested in their behaviour and that of their 

research participants (Austin 2013).”



Data collection methods

◼ Media devices are now frequently used to support 

research 

◼ Do not overuse recording devices at the expense of 

writing things down carefully in your notebook; a 

recording is almost never as good as face-to-face 

interaction -- and it will take you MUCH longer to get 

things out of a sound/video file!

◼ In principle, you should always have a pen and a 

notebook with you when in the field (this also means that 

you might want to write down spontaneous examples)



Observed communicative events

◼ other terms: ‘naturalistic data’, ‘spontaneous 

speech data’

◼ may attempt to limit external influence to the 

fact that the communicative event is being 

observed and recorded – create a ‘natural’ 

context of interaction (story telling, ritual, 

conversation etc)

◼ generally constitutes the backbone of an 

ethnography and a language documentation 

and an important component of a data corpus



Data resulting from monologues

◼ PLUS:

❑ Have a high degree of 

ecological validity

❑ Yield phonologically, 

semantically  and syntactically 

natural utterances

❑ Give insight into the culture, if 

thematically balanced

❑ Show high-frequency 

phenomena

◼ MINUS:
❑ Can seem ‘natural’ but actually 

aren’t because the cultural 
settings are not respected

❑ Can contain pragmatic oddities

❑ Are not very controlled

❑ Many features are not 
quantifiable because a unique 
performance of one speaker

❑ Don’t offer negative evidence 
and are not good for low-
frequency phenomena

“The elephant went into the forest and waited for the tiger ...”



Data resulting from conversation

◼ PLUS:
❑ Often seen as the non-plus-

ultra in naturalness

❑ Also gives important 

information about the 

culture

◼ MINUS:

❑ Is not controlled at all

❑ Is very difficult to get

❑ Is tedious and time-consuming 

to transcribe

❑ Is even more time-consuming to 

analyse

❑ Don’t offer negative evidence 

and insight into low-frequency 

phenomena

A: “you won’t believe what I heard on the bus this morning”

B: “are you still catching the 19 to Euston?



Experimentation

◼ Other terms: ‘quasi naturalistic data’, ‘staged 

communication’

◼ Communicative events that are enacted for the 

purpose of recording them for analysis:

❑ Telling of a story/joke/the way to do something

❑ Description of a picture/acted video/animated video, eg. 

Frog Story, Pear Story

❑ Matching/sorting game that involves non-linguistic 

categorisation or linguistic interaction, eg. Map Task, 

Tinker Toy Game

❑ MPI Nijmegen videos



Data resulting from static stimuli 

◼ PLUS:

❑ Are controlled, quantifiable and 

comparable

❑ Yield phonologically, 

semantically and syntactically 

accurate data

❑ Are free from linguistic 

interference of the 

metalanguage and from 

misunderstandings of context

❑ Can be used for non-linguistic 

categorisation tasks

◼ MINUS:

❑ Validity of the data depends on 
coverage of the domain under 
inspection by the stimulus

❑ If gaps in parameters, data can 
be severely flawed

❑ Cross-cultural applicability can 
be limited

❑ Use is limited to visually 
depictable scenes



Data resulting from dynamic stimuli

◼ PLUS:

❑ Yield phonologically, 

syntactically and 

semantically quantifiable 

and comparable data etc. 

(see previous slide)

❑ Can be used for non-

linguistic categorisation 

tasks

◼ MINUS:

❑ See previous slide and:

❑ Require the use of high-tech, 

which is complicated if not 

impossible in many field settings

❑ if stimulus is abstract and the 

purpose is unclear, 

misunderstandings can occur



Data resulting from interactive stimuli

◼ PLUS:

❑ Allow controlled interaction 

of two or more speakers

❑ Yield quantifiable and 

comparable data

❑ Can be used for non-

linguistic categorisation 

tasks

◼ MINUS:

❑ May create culturally 

inappropriate or strange 

situations.

❑ Since the true purpose of the 

interaction is normally not 

known to the consultants, 

misunderstandings occur 

easily



Why do ethnography?

Over to Kara and her case study



Data analysis

◼ Need systematic methods to analyse the 

collected data

◼ Sorting, coding of participants and 

variables/categories, cross-checking for 

reliability and validity

◼ Quantitative methods and tools: factor 

analysis, correlations, t-test, ANOVA, 

regression, token and type frequency counts 

etc. Use of SPSSx, R 



Interpretation

◼ Outline findings supported by the data analysis

◼ Discuss significance in project context and 

more broadly

◼ Identify any limitations, gaps and areas for 

future research



Some analytical challenges

Over to Kara



Outputs and dissemination

◼ Report results and interpretations to 

stakeholders, other scholars and the wider 

community

◼ Conference/workshop presentations

◼ Blogs, vlogs, websites, apps

◼ Seminars

◼ Written report, thesis, article, book

◼ Ensure genre conventions are attended to for 

each communication channel 



Information sharing



Exhibitions



Endangered Languages Week



On-site training courses



Blogs

https://dieriyawarra.wordpress.com/2013/03/19/folsom-prisonanhi/


Blogs

https://jiwarli.com/2015/06/18/what-does-jiwarli-sound-like/


Conclusions

Open for discussion
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